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ABSTRACT
MARiBETH PORTER; The Relationship between Religion/Spirituaiity and
Healing as Demonstrated by Falun Gong and Christian Science
(Under the direction of Laurie Cozad)

This paper provides an objective overview of the tradition and religion of
Falun Gong and Christian Science in order to better evaluate their respective
methods of healing. Each religion, as well as its primary texts, was thoroughly
researched to provide the reader with information regarding the basic doctrines
practitioners, foundation, healing methods, and opponents. Based on the
research, it appears that religion can be beneficial to a practitioner s health as
i-iu.i as conventional health care is not ignored on the premise that toe reii ion
alone can heal it seems as though current health care couia benefit rrom
reiigion/spintuality and conventional medical care joining together to treat
individuals.
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* i 10 complex relationship between spirituality and science, particularly
medicine, has been prevalent for much of history. At one time the two disciplines
complemented each other, but in the late 1500s there was a chasm after the
scientific revolution and the development of the scientific method. Since the new
scientific methods could not be applied to God or to religious experiences,
religion and spirituality were excluded from the field of science. Yet there has
been a renewed interest in integrating science and religion and spirituality once
again, ai id iiealth has been at the forefront of this integration (Kliewer. 2004). In
1883 t-rancis Galton said
it IS asserted by some, that men possess the faculty of o,bta!ning
I'esults Over whi

j

they have little Oi' no direct rnorQ^i
-

itro! DV

L-Ul i

^'hiie others douot the iruil'i ^
means of devout and earnest prayer. ^V'/!
that assertion. The question regards a matter of fact, that has to be
determined by observation and not by authority: and it is one that
appears to be a very suitable topic for statistical inquiry... Are
prayers answered or are they not?...Do sick persons who are
prayed for, recover on the average, more rapidly than others? (qtci
in Palmer, 2004, p. 439)
When asked, most Americans consider spirituality and religion an
important part of their lives. While spirituality and religion can hold different

meanings for people, spirituality is generally considered a search for the sacred
or i ioly coupled with a transcendent relationship to a greater power or universal
energy while religion is considered to focus more on the beliefs, rituals, and
practices of a specific group. Due to this importance in life, numerous studies
have been conducted on the relationship betw/een health and spirituality and/or
religion. One indication of the popularity of such topics is the number of articles
that have been published. From 1990 to 1994 only 25 articles were found when
the words ‘ spirituality and health” were put into a large database of popular
magazines in a public library. When the same search was conducted for the
years 1995 to 1999, over 100 articles were found. According to Dr. Stephen
Kliewer, the research done in this area indicates "spirituality and religion benefit
patients by helping to prevent illness and increasing ability to cope” (p. 620).
Many ciinicai trials have been funded by the National Institute of Health,
Naiior i Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine to in

stigate tn

relaiioi iship between reiigion and health and to determine the efficacy of
alternative health treatments. Even with numerous trials, the effects of spiritual
beliefs on the healing process are still very controversial, A lack of testable
theoretical models that can incorporate spirituality into the framework of
conventional healthcare is one of the main problems. Another issue has been
the lack of scientific studies that are replicable. Many of the studies that have
been conducted used small sample sizes and did not adequately report their
findings in a methodological way. Nevertheless, a panel from the National
institute for Healthcare Research reviewed the available scientific data on the

relationship between spiritual/religious practices and health benefits and came to
the conciusion thai positive health outcomes are related to spintuai/religious
practices across a number of health fields (Palmer, Katerndahl, & Morgan-Kidd
2004).
The New Creek Foundation, a nonprofit organization interested in healing,
conducted a series of meetings between 1993 and 1995 with healers from
various religious groups and scientists from around the world. These meetings
focused on answering the question "What are the common components of
noninstrumental healing across these traditions?" Table 1 identifies the twelve
healing traditions involved in the meetings.
Table 1; Healing Traditions Surveyed by New Creek Foundation
; Ayurvedia
I Christian evangelical
' African shamanism
; Qigong
Psychotherapy
; Greek orthcdo A
j Kabatistic
Christian science __
' Suf!
Spiritual healing
r^ati'y AmensaCi Medicine Braziljan psychic surgery

These twelve groups were selected based on their use of spiritual or energeiic
"presence” over treatment techniques or rituals (Jonas & Crav\Tord, 2004).
The various groups indicated what they felt were the most important
components of a healing presence. Table 2 lists the responses they gave.
Table 2: Common Components of a Healing Presence
’ No. of Times Identified
Component
11
Love
6
Spiritual grace _
_
5
Focused avvarertess
4
Openness to healing
1
3
Creativity
—I
2
Imagination
—I
Con nectedness/Reiati onship 6

Good intention
Belief
Direction of energy
Listening
Reconciliation

11
5
^ 1
;3
; 3

■"1

l_ove and good intention were the most commonly cited components of a healing
presence

The healers felt these two elements were necessary for healing to

take place. Lov/e was thought of as a state connecting the personal and secular
with the eternal and sacred dimensions while good intentions were thought to
give direction and benevolence to the healing outcome (Jonas & Crawford,
2004).
These meetings also explored the different theories of how religious
healing takes place. Most of the explanations fell into one of four different forms
The first form involves alignment with God, usually through prayer. The second
form IS "iiTimersion into a universal consciousness" which can be achiev:^ec
[hrough meditation or other spintuai Tieepening" exercises

A thir

healing occurs through “spiritual energy"' passing through a healer The fourth
and less common explanation is interaction with spiritual “forces or entities,

■■ The

healing presence is thought to become engaged when an individual focuses on
the deeper dimension of his or her existence instead of the physical dimension
(Jonas & Crawford, 2004).
Jonas and Crawford completed a three-year study in 2003 that reviewed
the literature about healing with noninstrumenta! techniques. They established a
baseline rating system for judging the quality of the literature and then asked
experts from several fields to apply that rating system to the current studies on
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religious healing The evidence on which the literature was based was then
rated accordirio to ne standards accepted for conventional biomedical research.
The literature received an A for high quality, independently replicated
experiments, down to an F for literature with only an opinion that did not have
quality data backing it up. The studies were divided into different groups: (1)
religion and spirituality, (2) intercessory prayer, which is prayer at a distance, (3)
energy healing, or laying-on-of-hands,(4) Qigong, which is Chinese energy
healing, in a laboratory setting, and (5) Qigong in a clinical setting looking at its
effects on hypertension Table 3 shows the number of studies discovered for
each group, the number of positive results gathered, and quality of the study, and
the grade of the evidence level.
Table 3; Evidence for Spintual/Rel5g[ous Heajing
No. of
i No. of Positive
Quality of
■’ Group
Studies
Studies
i Studies(%)
■i30
wood
■ Rel igion ai^d
'' 100 (78)
Spiri I ualrg
6 (46)
; Prayer
I
i
I
i

!U

Energy Meai in
Qigong
(laboratory^
Qigong (clinical)

: ig

i 130

IIM)

Al l
1—

33 (of 76)

32 X97J

: hair

; Evidence
; Grade
0

: B

I Poor

o

Poor

r

The quality of the studies was considered excellent when more than 70% of the
studies met the 60% maximum quality criteria, good when 50-/ 0% of the studies
met the 60% maximum quality criteria, fair when 30-50% of the studies met the
60% maximum quality criteria, and poor when 0-30% of the studies met the 60%
maximum quaiity criteria. The majority of these studies were trying lo pt O'-‘e that
noninstrumenta! healing exists (Jonas

Crawford. 2004)

Stephen Kliewer from the Department of Family Medicine. Oregon Health
erici Science Universitv. Portland has reviewed much of the research conducted
op! religion and its effects on health. According to Dr. Kliewer, religious and
spiritual people, particularly those involved in a community where faith is
practiced, do not experience depression as frequently, are less likely to abuse
drugs or alcohol, are less likely to commit suicide, and are better at dealing with
life-issues and disease. Reduced hypertension, better lipid profiles, lower
cholesterol levels, and improvement of the immune system are also different in
religious and spiritual people (Kliewer, 2004).
Falun Gong and Christian Science were selected for this discussion due to
their unique treatment of disease and the strong opposition that has arisen
because of those healing methods. In paper 1 seek to explore the relationship
between religion/spirituality and health by considering these two traditions
■

● V

ill

('

umine their founding and development, beliefs and prac

the

Its to their practices, and tlieir claims of healing, A basic iMiovvIedg^

different religious traditions will help individuals gain a better understanding or
other people and their beliefs, which will help to promote diversity and
acceptance, especially among medical practitioners. By determining the
efficiency of the healing methods practiced by Falun Gong and Christian
Science, individuals can judge for themselves whether or not religious healing is
sound
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in 1989 China experienced both an ideological and identity crisis after the
suppression of a democratic movement led by the politically elite—primarily
members of the Party—who were trying to safeguard their power. Three years
later Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping encouraged the country to forget about
social and political meanings surrounding economic reforms and instead pursue
commercialism, material wealth, and national power. Opposing these
materialistic ideals, Falun Gong, also known as Falun Dafa, emerged in 1992 by
way of public lectures given by Li Flongzhi, and offered an aiternative lifestyle
which pursued the meaning of life and rose above materialistic ideals. Li
Hong.zhi is a man with oniv a high school education and who was. at the time of
oi Ki s Tounoaii

a middle-aged clerk (Zhao. 2003).

Falun Gong also addressed the health issues that arose in 19‘

Cl¬

when the

collapse of the state socialist healthcare system made medical care unaffordable
io much of China. Since then modernization and urbanization have continued to
flourish, leading to an ’'atomized” or divided society. In essence Falun Gong ’’is a
Chinese manifestation of a worldwide backlash against capitalist modernity and a
testimony to the importance of meaning” (p. 211). Since 1992 Falun Gong has
attracted approximately seventy million practitioners in China and thirty million
practitioners in over forty other countries. This discussion of Falun Gong will
consider its popularity and prohibition in China, its basic beliefs, and its claims of

he -il i, ig l i'i order to provide a clearer understanding of its mission and effects
(/.I'lao

Faiun Gong translates into “the practice of the wheel of law’ and is a
branch of qigong, which may date as far back as seven thousand years into
China's history and flows from Confucianism. Buddhism, and Taoism. Qigong is
one of the four pillars of Chinese traditional medicine while the others are
massage herbal medicine, and acupuncture. China’s rich history of qigong
testifies to the deep seated belief that cosmic forces travel throughout the body
and the world. Li Hongzhi defines qigong as, “A form of traditional Chinese
exercise which cultivates qr (Li, 2001. p. 394). Q/can be defined as “vital energy
or l ire lorce vv/hi!e gong means to practice or cultivate. Falun Gong, which Li
Hongzhi has deemed a Buddhist sect, is one of many different approaches that
has been made at practicing qigong. As a US-based spokesperson for Falun
M'lg Zhang explains
i he martial arts Qigong enhances the strength, endurance, and
spirit of the warrior. The medical qigong can be used to heal
diseases. Most spiritual qigong is focused on self-cultivation,
ethical development, and refinement of personal temperament.
The Taoist qigong is aimed at alchemical transimutation, merging
with nature, longevity, and immortality. The Buddhist qigong seeks
refinement of mind, transcending the world of illusion and salvation
of all living things (Schechter. 2000, p. 21).
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The Chinese government played a major role in the resurgence of qigong
in the 1950’s and helped to establish the Qigong Scientific Research Association
in 1986 Much of their enthusiasm is thought to have come with the hope that
qigong practice could help cut on down on the health care costs. They were also
proud of the unique “Chinese science’’ that has existed for so much of Chinese
history (Ownby, 2003). Therefore Falun Gong, which is a form of qigong, v^^as
initially legitiniized by the Chinese state. Due to Li Hongzhi’s book and
audiovisual tools, which were published and spread via the internet and with the
help of underground supporters. Falun Gong rapidly gained an audience.
Eventually official publishing houses began participating in the distribution of
Falun Gong material which helped to further legitimize the movement. By 1996
Li Hongzhi’s book Zhuan Falun was a bestseller and millions had subscribed to
the new practice (Zhao. 2003).
.Although manv people, especially Westerners, refer to Falun Gong as a
religious movement, Li Hongzhi insists that it is not a religion since it lacks the
form that most organized religions display such as a hierarchy of authority or
professional clergy. Yet he has suggested that in the near future that might
change if professional disciples and monks are instituted to manage a nonprofit
Falun Dafa Foundation. As of now, Falun Gong will remain a “cultivation
practice’’ {xiulian) that encourages the development of “moral qualities.” Yet
Falun Gong shares significant similarities with other religions through
metaphysical convictions such as a belief in supernatural beings and an afterlife
(Chang. 2004).

Due to the “fall of humankind,” humans have to incorporate cultivation
practices into their daily lives in order to “return to our original true selves
{fanben guizhen). By returning to their original true selves, practitioners are
solving the human condition. Falun Gong provides the cultivation needed. In
fact, that is the purpose of the sect—salvation through leading humans to their
true selves. This involves repaying karma to make up for wrongful deeds
(Chang, 2004). Li Hongzhi defines karma as. “A black substance resulted from
previous wrongdoing” (Li. 2001. p. 392). He says this was what Jesus was trying
to do by taking on the world’s karma and dying on the cross, but each person
must attempt to remove his or her own karma. Practicing Falun Gong will help
rid practitioners of karma and therefore cure their illnesses promoting good
health. It will also help them attain enlightenment—the point at which one is
“transformed into nothing less than a living god” (Chang, 2004).
The cuitivation practice of Falun Gong involves three separate, but related
tenets. The first tenet is the “practice” [lian] which is simpler, but supposedly
superior to, qigong. It is composed of five sets of exercises. But practice alone
is not sufficient for a Falun Gong practitioner—study is also required to “learn the
truth of the universe.” Li Hongzhi claims that through meditation, one will
discover the answers to questions previously asked and therefore become
excited. The last tenet is a moral one that challenges individuals to become
more moral by “cultivating” (xiu) their souls {yuanshens) and “tempering” their
hearts. By striving to be good, one becomes morally better (Chang, 2004)

lO

I

Developing one’s mind, body, and soul all at once is ver\/ important to
Falun Gong practitioners. Contrary to what many think, healing is not the
ultimate goal of Falun Gong: the main objective is to provide a teaching that
complies with the laws of the universe and directs individuals to enlightenment.
Regardless, the physical component of Falun Gong has received much attention
due to claims that it has the power of healing. All across the world people can be
found in public parks practicing the five sets of exercises taught by Li Hongzhi
(Schechter. 2000).
The five sets of exercises are:(1) Buddha Showing the Thousand Hands
involves stretches of the arms and hands. It works to “open all the energy
channels and mobilize energy circulation in the body by stretching the body
gradually and relaxing it suddenly” (p. 22). (2) Falun Standing Stance is
comprised of slow, graceful movements lasting minutes at a time which attempt
/O N

to open up the entire body leading to enhancement of the e.nergv
Penetr<3 ng the Two Cosmic Extremes works to purify the body tlirougn
combination with the cosmos. It calls for up and down hand rnovemen I.S, (4)
Falun Heavenly Circulation uses slow, natural movements to circulate energy
between the yin and the yang which works to “rectify the abnormal conditions of
the human body” (p. 22). (5) Strengthening Supernormal Powers is a sitting,
tranquil exercise that strengthens supernormal powers. Combined these
exercises affect the qi that circulates within and then intersects with the Dharma
Wheel, or Falun, providing beneficial results (Schechter, 2000)

Zhusn f^afun., the primary/ text for Falun Gong written by Li Hongzhi,
teaches about the governing law of the world. Based on the premise that
humans fell from paradise due to moral depravity, the conclusion can be drawn
that moral principles exist and govern the world. Zhe-Shan-Ren (truth,
benevolence, and forbearance) is the highest manifestation of the governing law
(Fa) and is the nature, composition, and characteristic of the universe. This
nature comprises the microscopic particles of all matter, including air, rock, wood
and the human body. In ancient times the Five Elements (metal, wood, water,
fire, and earth) were thought to constitute all existence: Li Hongzhi goes on to
say that the Five Elements also possess the nature of Zhen-Shan-Ren. Since all
matter in the universe assumes a form of this law to some degree, it only follows
that humanity is also subject to it. This is the criteria by which to judge all of the
good and bad in the universe. As a human being, you are a good person only if
you ..nil follow this universe's nature of Zhen-Shan-Ren. A persoi*1 who deviates
from this nature is truly a bad person” (Li, 2001. p. 16).
Just as the world is governed by moral laws, humans are as well. Free
will allows each individual to choose between good and evil, but there are
consequences to each choice. Those who do good gain virtue (de) while those
who do bad receive karma (yeli). Li Hongzhi explains that there is a field
surrounding humans. A white field, de, is gained upon enduring pain or setbacks
and doing good works. Karma, which is a black field, accumulates when one
does bad deeds and sins. Those with a lot of de will be blessed with success
and happiness in life while those with a lot of karma will have to endure disease

financial problems, sufferings, and hardships. Not only will one experience
I'.arrna or virtue in this lifetime, but in the next one as well. Karma can be
accumulated over the course of past lifetimes, or it can be inherited from family
members; therefore, sickness is a sign of those actions committed in this or past
lifetimes. When karma accumulates it will surround the individual causing
disease. Only a little karma will amount to “disease poison” {bingdu) whereas
much karma will become “germs or bacteria" {xljun). Those with a lot of de will
enjoy good health because “the characteristic of the universe can be directly
manifested in your body and will communicate w^ith your body” (Chang, 2004, p.
76).
To heal illnesses requires special, supernormal abilities with each disease
requiring specific powers. Li Hongzhi claims there are over one thousand such
abilities. While karma, also referred to as black p/. is present where disease
I v c

, it is t'lot the sole cause of disease
Somewhere in the body one may have a tumor, infection,
osteophytosis, etc. It is because in another dimension there lies a
being in that place. That being is in a very deep dimension. An
ordinary qigong master or an ordinary supernatural ability is unable
to detect it; they can only see the black qi in one’s body. It is
correct to say that wherever there is black qi, there is an illness.
Yet the black qi is not the fundamental cause of an illness. It is
because there is a being in a deeper dimension who generates this
field [karma](pp, 291-292)

One who has the supernormal abilities will attest to the fact that pathogenic qi
exists wherever black qi exists. A Chinese medical doctor would find the energy
channels blocked in that area while a Western physician might cite an ulcer
inflammation, or tumor (Li, 2001).
Before Falun Gong was prohibited, Li Hongzhi took some of his disciples
to a state-run qigong event in Beijing to offer support, even though he claims,
“We do not treat illnesses” (p. 293). Li Hongzhi distributed his gong, or
cultivation energy which was composed of an energy cluster of over one hundred
supernormal abilities, to the hands of his disciples. Even with the gong from their
leader, many of the disciples’ hands were bitten or blistered from the vicious
beings that reside in the people and cause disease through generating black qi.
According to Li Hongzhi, this method of healing is not very productive because
the interna! being will know what the outsider is trying to do and avoid being
rehencled by fleeing to another location in the body to hide. Once the patient
leave the healer, the being will return to its original location causing the disease
a!! over again. Therefore Li Hongzhi has declared it impermissible to reach into
another’s physical body, which can lead to disorder in that person’s mind. Falun
Gong disciples can assist sick patients by reading Li Hongzhi’s book Zhuan
Falun in hopes that the patient can accept it and therefore receive healing (Li,
2001).
According to Li Hongzhi, the most effective way to heal one’s self is
through personal implantation of qigong into everyday life. Most of Western
medicine does not recognize qigong, which is not the treatment for ordinary
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people since it is not a skill possessed by most people. Hospitals are no longer
able to heal all illnesses due to moral depravity which is a cause of the numerous
and rampant diseases; current medicine will not work to cure these diseases
either. Hospitals can still cure some diseases, but not all of them. A buddha
could wipe out all of disease and sickness from humanity, but he does not due to
karmic reasons and karmic retribution—individuals should work to rid themselves
of accumulated karma. LI Hongzhi explains that birth, sickness, old age, and
death are all conditions that must be endured, although qigong has been proven
to. and can indeed, heal illnesses through practice (Li, 2001).
In comparing Western with ancient Chinese medicine, Li Hongzhi claims
r'

hinese techniques are better. He cites having a tooth pulled as an example;

\.v!

I have said that in China there are still some things being passed
down among people, which Western medicine’s precision
instruments cannot match. Let us see whose treatment is better.
His [Chinese healer’s] matchstick can pull a tooth. If a doctor in
Western medicine wants to pull a tooth, the doctor will first inject
the patient with anesthetics here and there. Injections are quite
painful, and one must wait until the anesthetic works. Then the
doctor will pull the tooth with a pair of pliers. After a lot of time and
effort, if the doctor is not careful, the root may break inside the tooth
bed. Then the doctor will use a hammer and a drill to dig for it,
which can make the patient palpitate with fear and anxiety. Later, a
precision instrument will be used for the drilling. Some people are
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in so much pain from the drilling that they almost jump. The tooth
will ooze quite a bit of blood, and the patient will spit out blood for a
while. Whose treatment would you say is better? Whose is more
advanced? We should look not only at the tools’ appearance, but
also at their effectiveness. Ancient Chinese medicine was very
advanced, and present-day Western medicine will not be able to
catch up with it for many years to come (p. 301).
Li Hongzhi does not consider modern technology, even In the medical field, as
advancement; much of his writings discuss how humanity would be better off
without it (Li, 2001).
While most people who study Falun Gong are primarily interested in its
healing claims, it is important to understand some of the doctrine in order to have
a basic understanding of how Falun Gong is supposed to work. It should also be
noted that not all practitioners of Falun Gong believe all of the teachir

in Zhusn

Falun. Li Hongzhi has some specific beliefs about the cosmos. Humans are part
of one of many universes(yuzhou) which make up a mega-cosmos that has
billions of galaxies. Ultimately these layers build to form a “celestial body” (tainti),
and there are more than eighty-one layers of celestial bodies. Continuing out
from the mega-cosmos is “complete emptiness where nothing exists;” even
farther is a more massive celestial body made up of multiple deities including
Buddhas, Taos, and gods(Chang, 2004).
Cultivation practices and appearances are the only differing qualities these
multiple deities have. Monitoring reincarnation and the progression of societies,

I6

rotating tho Garth, and takino csr© of th© sir psopl© br©ath© ar© som© of th©ir
responsibiilties. With little concern for humans, they usually do not become
involved in their day to day affairs. Those deities most concerned with
humankind make up the lowest level of buddhas since they themselves were
once regular people (Chang, 2004).
While the deities may not be too concerned with humanity, it is humans
who are the most important life forms—without them nothing else would exist. Li
Hongzhi does not specifically address the creation of humankind other than to
say that th© gods created humans and that they did not originate on earth.
Initially humans were in “the highest levels of the universe,” which could be
considered paradise where no evil existed. Originally humanity was completely
good, but “moral depravity” led to their fall. As the number of humans increased,
they became selfish and “bad,” which caused them to loose their place in
P= adi; e and eventually settle on earth (Chang, 2004).
Since humans did not originate on earth, .Falun Gong does not accept
Dan¥in's theory of evolution. They claim., as evidenced by memories stored in
our consciousness, humanity is much older than science suggests, and the
current civilization is only the most recent one. When each civilization becomes
too corrupt, it is destroyed, except for the few good individuals, and a new society
begins. Ancient Egyptian pyramids, the Mayans, Noah's Ark, prehistoric relics in
China, and cave frescoes in France, are some proof they cite of the many
previous civilizations that have existed. The last civilization was destroyed by a
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great flood except, for the good people that survived aboard Noah’s ark (Chang,
2004).
After each apocalypse the remaining individuals begin a new stone age on
a different planet with a little of the prehistoric culture they were able to salvage.
Li Hongzhi estimates that there has been eighty-one “complete annihilations"
since the beginning of humanity. He also teaches that life exists on every star
and planet even though we can’t see them. This is because they exist in a
dimension other than our own. Li Hongzhi has stated
Human beings believe that they are the sole life in the universe
which is so pathetic. Aliens have visited our earth and there are
even photos as proof, yet people still do not believe in their
existence...Flying saucers from other planets can travel directly in
other dimensions...come and go at will and at a speed that is so
fast that the human minds cannot accept it (qtd. on p. 71).
He goes on to claim that the people from space really want to “completely
assimilate" humanity, exchange their souls, and replace humans with clones.
They have chosen countries such as Japan because of their technology, the
United States because of their dominating culture, England due to their machine
production, and Spain because of “race mixing” as the vehicles for this quest
(Chang, 2004).
Despite the initial popularity of Falun Gong and approval from the Chinese
state, opposition began to spring up against the movement. On July 24, 1996,
the State Press and Publications Administration issued an official ban to be
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placed on all publications of Falun Gong materia! which forced the publications
back underground with the continued support by various business owners
approved by Li Hongzhi. At the same time, articles began to appear criticizing
Falun Gong, thus indicating that the rapidly growing practice was having an effect
on society. Even though there was no large scale, systematic attack on Falun
Gong between 1992 and 1999, the group was quick and sure to respond to any
negative comments printed about them. In fact they started more than 300
protests against negative publicity between April 1998 and mid-1999 {Zhao
2003).
Even though Falun Gong practitioners continue to adhere to non-violent
means and claim self-improvement and enlightenment are their only goals, China
continues to object to their existence. Different “China experts” debate the great
interest China has taken in prohibiting Falun Gong. Patsy Rahn, an expert from
I {/-‘I

A

I

_

s China is concerned about the symbolic importance Falun Gong

."eDfesents. Her view posted on the internet:
The CCP is nervous about Li [Hongzhi] because they recognize
him, they see in him a reversed mirror reflection of themselves;
whereas you had Mao the materialist, you now have Li the
spiritualist. I think it’s also possible that Li is the first sign of
“revenge” for the Cultural Revolution that China has had to face.
The Chinese people suffered traumatic treatment in the Cultural
Revolution, everything was bad, everything was unsafe. To join
Li's Falun Gong movement is to be told you are good, and that you
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are safe. Not only are you good, but Falun Gong can change the
entire degenerate world (not just the degenerated CCP)into a good
world if only ever^«'one would become a FLG practitioner, ifs as if
the Chinese people are saying they want to be good, they v/ant to
be spiritual, and they w/ant the CCP to officially recognize them as
such (pp. 18-19).
Another analyst group feels China’s efforts to prohibit Falun Gong are for
material reasons:
China is in deepening economic depression. The reason China is
so concerned is because the Chinese know that there is no solution
to their economic problems. Therefore, they are bracing for the
social and political consequences of long-term economic failure.
Beijing understands that in times of misery, seemingly harmless
groups can suddenly challenge the regime. The crackdown on
Falun Gong expresses Beijing’s deep-seated insecurity. If China’s
economy can’t recover, can the regime survive? President Jiang
Zemin intends to do whatever Is necessary to make certain it can
(p. 19).
Throughout Chinese history, spirituality has proven to be an outlet for dissatisfied
individuals to voice their opposition to societal problems, and it appears Falun
Gong is another such instance (Schechter. 2000).
Regardless of the occasional positive publications about Falun Gong, the
sect continued to fight the negative publicity. Not only did they want the
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publication ban placed on their material lifted, they wanted negative views
censored from the media. For six days in April 1999, Falun Gong led a peaceful
protest involving more than 10,000 practitioners in Beijing after a negative
publication was run on April 25, 1999. Their protest did not help matters. The
sheer volume of the protest reminded Chinese authorities just how rapidly Falun
Gong was growing (Zhao, 2003).
On July 29, 1999, the Ministry of Public Security issued a wanted notice
for Li Hongzhi on the grounds that he used the Falun Dafa Research Society and
the Falun Gong organizations, which are under his control, to “spread
superstition and malicious fallacies to deceive people, resulting in the deaths of
many practitioners" (p. 8). Another complaint was that the organizations had not
properly registered or applied for the correct permits to practice and, therefore,
had engaged in illegal activities which jeopardized social stability. The Ministry of
Civil .Affairs placed a ban on Falun Gong on July 22 of the same year. A
spokesperson for the ministry listed a statistic that showed 743 deaths by July
28, 1999, as a result of practicing Falun Gong (“LI Hongzhi," 1999).
In August of 1999, The Beijing Review ran an article about the harmful
effects of Falun Gong. According to It, Li Hongzhi teaches followers of Falun
Gong that they can gain mortality, health, and recovery from disease without
medication. In January of 1997, Liu, a college professor in Guangdong Province
battling lung cancer, began practicing Falun Gong believing that it could cure her.
By March the cancer had spread throughout her body resulting in her death in
July. Another practitioner, Zhang Yuqin, stopped taking her medication for
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diabetes believing Falun Gong would help her. When she attempted a practice
to calm down, she broke her leg trying to get into the standard posture. She now
says, ‘ Falun Gong has not cured my diabetes. Now, it has broken my leg. 1 will
never believe it again. I hate Falun Gong” (“Falun Gong Brings Harm,” 1999, p.
9).
By encouraging practitioners to open their heavenly eye {tianmu) and the
Dharma Wheel in their abdomen, Falun Gong Is reported to have caused mental
disorders. Delusions are the most common mental disorder cited. Patients
would not eat or drink and refused treatment; some even committed suicide due
to imaginary images. A Beijing resident, Jiang, became increasingly moody,
thought she had done something wrong to her family, and claimed a voice was
telling her to die after she became a Falun Gong practitioner. After going to a
mental hospital and being cured, Jiang says, “Falun Gong is harmful. The voice
drove me mad.

will never practice it again” (9). Ruan Liling spent ninety days

in the hospital after wholeheartedly starting to practice Falun Gong. “I began to
feel dizzy, and often couldn’t sleep. I suffered fantasies. I felt there was an
immortal telling me that Li Hongzhi was my husband, and that he would bring my
soul to the moon” (“Falun Gong Brings Harm,” 1999, p. 9).
Suicides, anti-social acts, even murders are blamed on Falun Gong by the
Chinese press. According to journalist Danny Schechter, no stories have been
independently verified. “Falun Gong Causes Another Tragedy,” an anti-Falun
Gong website with the following excerpt, first appeared on a national TV network:

Zhu Changjiu is a farmer from Cangzhou in Hevei Province. He
had a happy family with a nice wife and two lovely kids. He used to
do some extra work in his spare time to increase the family's
income. But ever since he started following the Falun Gong cult in
1996, he stopped caring for his family. Falun Gong was banned in
July and pronounced illegal by the Chinese government. The local
cadre asked Zhu’s father, a veteran of the Ant-Japanese War, to
help Zhu get out of the cult.
Local Party Committee Secretary said: “When I asked Zhu's
father for help in the matter, he promised me he'd solve it. He said
it will be OK, don’t worry about it, leave it to me
Zhu did not stop practicing Falun Gong. Instead, he hated
his father for not letting him believe in the cult. For some time, he
did not even speak to his father. He continued doing Falun Gong in
bed, avoiding his family. On the morning of November 26^^, Zhu
allegedly knocked his seventy-three-year-old father on the head
with an iron hammer and stabbed his mother with scissors, killing
them both.
Even after the police arrested him for the crime, Zhu still
asserted that his behavior would bring his parents to paradise and
end their sufferings. He explained that by dying, they could leave
the hell of living in the world. He also said his parents were due to
die that day. Zhu Changjiu (murder suspect) said: “According to
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the theon/ of Falun Gong, it is the right time. ! can tell through my
mind it is the time. That is why I killed them. In fact, I killed them to
send them to the paradise. 1 don’t think ! did anything wrong
absolutely not...
Zhu was a nice simple farmer before he followed the cult.
Now he’s a suspected murderer. The case proves that Falun Gong
is undoubtedly an evil cult and will only cause more hardship and
tragedy (pp. 125-26).
VA/hile tragic stories such as this one on the evils of Falun Gong are available, no
scientific study has been found showing the adverse health effects of Falun Gong
(Schechter, 2000)
For every negative testimony about Falun Gong, a positive one can be
found. .A thirty-five year old husband from Mainland China was diagnosed by
three separate hospitals in November 2004 with acute lymphatic leukemia. The
■f ir/-\ /->
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tment available was chemotherapy and a liver cell transplant, but the

transplant was too expensive for the patient. While receiving chemotherapy
treatments, a relative introduced the dying man to Falun Gong. Due to bleeding
complications, he could no longer receive treatment and was given a death
sentence, yet the man continued listening to Li Hongzhi’s tapes and reading
Zhuan Falun. When the doctors went to check in on him they discovered he had
miraculously recovered. The man reports, “My body felt lighter, and the
soreness, pain and fatigue I had felt before all vanished. I gained weight and my
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complexion became rosy. My overall condition became normal” (‘‘Leukemia
D

atient Recovers,” 2005).
A seventy year old practitioner from Liaoning Province claims Falun Gong

cured his eyesight. To read, the man had to wear two pairs of reading glasses,
one on top of the other. Then on a day in 2000, he was reading Zhuan Falun
when he could not longer see through the glasses.
I thought to myself: why is it that I still can’t see anything, even
while wearing these glasses? Is It because Teacher Li does not
want me to wear glasses anymore? I silently said to Teacher, 1
don’t want to wear these glasses either. It’s very tiring to wear
them and sometimes is causes two dents on the bridge of my nose.
Teacher, if you could give me brighter eyes so I am able to read
Zhuan Falun and other Dafa books, I will be very happy. I do not
want anylhing else.”
.After keeping his eyes closed for awhile, the man opened them to discover he
could see without the glasses. He says he feels better than he has in years
(“T\a/q Stories of Amazing,” 2005).
Based on various testimonies and reports about the health benefits and
dangers of practicing Falun Gong, studies have been conducted with different
practitioners. A preliminary study in 1996 by a group of researchers followed the
health of 355 different practitioners around the Beijing area to see if their health
improved after becoming active in Falun Gong. These researchers visited the
Disease Statistics Office of the First Hospital which is attached to the Beijing
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Medical University, the Institute of Food and Nutrition, and the Institute of
Environmental Sanitation and Sanitation Engineering of Chinese Academy of
Preventive Medicine. Figure 1 and Table 4 compare the recovery rates of
different common conditions. Of the 355 practitioners, 318 people (93.5%)saw
improvement in their everyday aliments. The recovery rate from anorexia was
the highest(93.1%)(Zhang & Xiao, 1996).
i

Figure 1: Recovery From Various Ailments
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Table 4: Recovery Rates From Various Ailments
Label
Symptom
Recovery Rate
A
Headache
80.4
B
Dizziness
80.0
C
Tinnitus
66.2
D
61.2
More diuresis with
more drinks
E
Anorexia
93.1
F
87.0
Hypodynamia
G
Fever
82.5
26

H

Soreness of waist
and pain in legs
Palpitate
Dropsy
Numbness of
extremities
Chest distress and
short breath
Polyphagia with feel
of hunger

J
K
L
M

74.4
88.7
82.8
73.3
80.9
81.4

Figure 2 and Table 5 compare the recovery rates of various diseases of
different systems of the body such as cardiovascular, blood, and respiratory
diseases, etc. Of the 355 people surveyed, 261 (73.5%) had 113 different types
of clearly diagnosed diseases falling in the categories of the following 13 disease
headings. The overall recovery rate is 74.5% with 412 out of 533 medical cases
showing recovery. The data indicated a 90.9% recovery of respirator^/ disease
and a 100% recover^/ of blood diseases. Metabolic diseases had the lowest
.recovery rate vA/ith 63.6%.

Figure 2: Recovery from Various Diseases
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Table 5: Recovery Rates of Diseases
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Label
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

Type of Disease
Cardiovascular
Cerebravascular
Digestive System
Respiratory System
Skeletal System
Skin/ Deramtoses
Liver
Blood
Kidney
Metabolic
Diseases of the five
Sense organs
Gynecological
Other diseases

Recovery Rate
70.5
82.8
82.8
90.9
80.5
84.6
68.2
100
79.3
63.6
80.0
66.7
100

Many of these practitioners claimed to be cured without medication. 15 people
did not take m.edication before or after beginning Falun Gong, 22 people reduced
their dosage after beginning Falun Gong, and 318 people stopped taking
medications all together (Zhang, 1996).
.A separate sun./ey conducted by a group of professors, researchers, ano
physicians, distributed questionnaires to five Falun Gong districts in Beijing and
recovered 12,731 valid ones. The questionnaires asked questions regarding
practitioners’ health, body, and mental conditions before and after cultivating
I'

Falun Gong into their lifestyles. Figure 3 compares the number of practitioners
with the number of years they have been practicing. Of the people surveyed,
3467 had been active practitioners for two to three years; only 486 had been
practicing for five or more years (“Falun Gong Health Effects,” 2002).

t

Figure 3: Number of Practitioners by Lengtii of Practice
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Figures 4 and 5 compare the mental health conditions of healthy and
diseased practitioners before and after cultivating Falun Gong. Figure 4
contrasts the mental health status of individuals, those designated as healthy as
well as those with diseases, before beginning cultivation of Falun Gong. Only
157 healthy individuals and 747 diseased individuals considered themselves
happy prior to practicing Falun Gong (Pure Insight. 2002).
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Figure 4; Mental Health Status Before Cultivating Falun Gong
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Figure 5 contrasts the mental health status of those sun/eyed, both
healthy and diseased, after cultivation of Falun Gong. The results indicated 7202
diseased people and 449 people were happy after subscribing to Falun Gong
(“Falun Gong Fiealth Effects,” 2002).
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Figure 5: Mental Health Status After Cultivating Falun Gong
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Of ths diseased population, 52.4% indicated heavy or mild mental stress before ,
cultivating Falun Gong. After cultivation, 96.5% reported som.e improvement with
56.6% achieving a “happy” condition. Overall there was an 88.4% improvement
in the mental health of the disease free population after cultivation of Falun Gong
(“Falun Gong Health Effects,” 2002).
Based on the research from the various studies listed here, Falun Gong
has proven to be beneficial for most practitioners. Studies indicating that Falun
Gong has a negative impact on health were not found, although it is possible
Falun Gong could have adversely affected practitioners who gave up
conventional health care believing that Falun Gong would cure them. Despite
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the positive research data. Falun Gong is still being persecuted by China, who
claims the “cult” is evil and dangerous to practitioners. The prohibition of Falun
Gong has become a human rights battle with people from other cultures taking a
stand in support of Li Hongzhi’s Falun Gong.

Christian Science
Christian Science was founded in 1866 by Mary Baker Eddy. She had
fallen after slipping on ice and was not expected to survive, so she turned to her
Bible and was healed despite her doctors’ predictions. As Mary Baker Eddy
continued to study Biblical scriptures. God revealed the scientific system of
healing which she named Christian Science. Science and Health, the primary
text for Christian Science written by Mary Baker Eddy, was published in 1875.
Until her death in 1910, Mary Baker Eddy worked on teaching converts, revising
her book, and founding her new religion. By that time, there were around a
hundred thousand Christian Scientists. Today estimates of the number of
Christian Scientists range from one hundred fifty thousand to four hundred
tnoi i.s ci! M ; A pr
ci'iurc

ise number is not available because the Christian Science

l i! not release the number of members (Kramer. 2000), By examining

the doctrines of Christian Science, looking at the opposition to those doctrines,
and evaluating claims of healing made by Christian Scientists, one will have a
better understanding of this complex religious tradition.
Science and Health lists six basic tenets for Christian Scientists. The first
tenet is that Christian Scientists accept the Bible as the inspired word of God and
believe it is sufficient to guide them to eternal life. The second tenet
acknowledges that there is one supreme God. It also acknowledges 'His Son
one Christ: the Holy Ghost or divine Comforter: and man in God's image and
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likeness'' (p. 29/). The ihird tenet recognizes God's forgiveness of sin In the
destruction of sin and the spirituai understanding that casts out evii as unreal."
Yet one will be punished as long as a belief in sin lasts. The fourth tenet
recocjnizes Jesus' atonement as evidence oPdivine, efficacious Love, unfolding
man's unity w/ith God through Christ Jesus the Way-shower’(p. 29/). it also
claims that man can be saved through Christ and through Truth, Life, and Love,
which was demonstrated by the Galilean Prophet when he healed the sick
overconiing death and sin. The fifth tenet explains that faith can be strengthened
to the understanding of eternal Life and the “aliness of Soul, Spirit, and the
nothingness of matter" (p. 297)through the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus.
The sixiii and final tenet states the Christian Scientist’s promise to pray and
watch for that "Mind to be in us which was also in Christ Jesus." Treating others
as we would l ike to be treated and being "merciful, just, and pure” are also part of
a Chnsnan Scientis

qoal !bddy, 2000L

'Thie Book of Genesis in the Bible forms a foundation for many the
Christian Science principles.
So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created
he him; male and female created he them {Genesis 1:27).
And God saw every thing that he had made, and, behold, it was
very good [Genesis 1:31a).
For Christian Scientists, it follows that if God is spiritual and good, then all God
made must also be spiritual and good. Since God is perfect and this is God s
creation, then no matter and no sin, sickness, or death can exist. The 'Scientific

tale!iieni of Being ‘ is read each week in Christian Science services and begins
here is no life, trutn, inteliigence, nor substance in matter... i herefore man is
not rnatenai: he is spiritual” (Kramer, 2000, p. 22).
Growth in Christian Science involves realizing the nonexistence of matter
and the spiritual nature of humankind. As a Christian Scientist gains this
knowledge and understanding, he reflects these truths through healings and the
overcoming of life's trials. Healings are often referred to as “demonstrations” for
this very reason: they demonstrate the individual’s inner condition and
advancement (Kramer. 2000).
Growth also involves overcoming the mortal mind, which is defined in
Science and Health as
Nothing claiming to be something...the belief that sensation is in
matter, which is sensationless; a belief that life, substance, and
inteiiiaer

p r

therefore th

are in and of matter: the opposite of Spint, and
pposite of God, or good; the belief that life has a

beginning and therefore an end; the belief that man is the offspring
of mortals; the belief that there can be more than one
creator;...material senses;...sin: sickness; death (p. 22).
Battling the mortal mind is a constant process that must be fought daily as it
attempts to trick people into believing that what they see, smell, taste, touch, and
hear are real. Yet Mary Baker Eddy never explains where this Mortal Mind
comes from or why is exists (Kramer, 2004).

If a woman had a burned hand, Christian Science would not instruct her to
igi :ore li. but lo treat the deeper problem. If she tried to treat the hand, then she
■vVGuld be admiUi i'ig tiiere is a material hand that can be burned in the first place,
in Science and Health. Mary Baker Eddy says, "Admit the existence of matter,
and v'OLi admit that mortality (and therefore disease) has a foundation in fact.
Dei vy the existence of matter, and you can destroy the belief in material
conditions" (p. 368). A Christian Science practitioner would treat the woman by
helping her realize her perfect, spiritual reflection of God, which means there is
no material hand to be injured Once the woman realizes this, the burn is not
longer there and tne woman is healed (Kramer, 2000).
According ic Dr. Linda Kramer, just as Jesus came to reveal truths in his
day. IMary Baker Eddy was the mevealer" in her day. Even though Jesus taught
ai l the truths that humankind needed to know, people forgot and distorted those
jver ine \
■A,ki\^

reveal

n iis IS why Christian Science needed another voice and
pintuai laws to her. Mary Baker Eddy taught against

worshipping personal ities and claimed she was only a scribe and not w'orthy ot
worship either. Yet she did stress that Christian Science can only be understood
through a full understanding of her (Kramer, 2000).
Prayer is central to Christian Science. Mary Baker Eddy discusses it first
in Science and Health and says it has power to reform a sinner and heal the
diseased when an absolute faith in God’s abilities is present. She goes on to
0

jplain that desires are prayers to God since He knows all; there is nothing to

lose bv trusting our desires to God so that they can be molded and exalted

T /
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erballv expressed. Prayerful desires for righteousness are blessed
\?\f ( u;.'i b

iI

: helo the individual become harmonious with the Science of

.tooo >

Deinci (Ed:j

iVlai \/ Baker Eddy goes on to teach that unceasing prayer is how to handle
the habitua! struggle to be good always. We are enabled to follow Jesus’
example itvough silent prayer, watchfulness, and obedience.
What we most need is the prayer of fervent desire for growth in
grace, expressed in patience, meekness, love, and good deeds.
To keep the commandments of our Master and follow his example.
IS our proper debt to him and the only worthy evidence of our
gratitude for all that he has done (p. 4).
Outward n xrship IS not enough; there must always be an inner attitude of
qratafui!

and desire to be closer to God (Eddy, ,2000).
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rheology. Medicine" is the sixth chapter in Science and Heaitn

aker Eady goes into the principles behind Christian Science healing

which inspires religion and medicine with a divine nature and essence. Faith and
understanding are given Tresh pinions” and thoughts begin to align themselves
with God. The divine law of life and love unfolded to Mary Baker Eddy, and she
realized that matter does not possess life or sensation, but that human
experience depicts the false nature of all material things. The only sufferer is the
mortal mind because the divine Mind, or God, cannot suffer (Eddy, 2000)
On the verge of death in 1866, Mary Baker Eddy learned the following
tn.jths in the divine science that God revealed to her:

that all real being is in God, the divine Mind, and that Life, Truth,
and Love are ali-povverfui and ever-present; that the opposite of
Truth.-called error, sin, sickness, disease, death.-is the false
testimony of false material sense, of mind in matter; that this false
sense evolves, in belief, a subjective state of mortal mind which this
same so-called mind names matter, thereby shutting out the true
sense of Spirit (p. 108).
The realization that the mortal mind produces all of an organism and the actions
of that organism led her to the conclusion that Mind, or God, is all and matter is
non-existence as the leading factor in Mind-science, or God-science. Mary
Baker Eddy believes that Christian Science proves undeniably that Mind is All-inall and that the divine Mind and idea are the only realities. This “fact” cannot be
proved through material evidence but can be seen through divine healing which.
sriovv.s it ;s absolute and irrefutable (Eddy, 2004).
.According to Mary Baker Eddy the three characteristics of Spirit;
omnipotence, all powerful; omnipresence, ail around; and omniscience, all
science; prove that matter cannot be actual. “These eternal verities reveal
primeval existence as the radiant reality of God’s creation, in which ail that He
has made is pronounced by His wisdom good”(p. 110). It was then that she
realized the unreality of evilness as well as humankind’s perfectibility and that
heaven can be established on earth (Eddy, 2000).
When Christian Science was first founded, there was opposition from the
medical community. Many physicians felt it was a “blatant example of the many

;^8

past and present popular systems of religious and mental healing^ quackery, and
deceit, each cosing a menace to the health and morals of an unwitting public" (p.
115) Posing a tnreat to their status and income, physicians showed disdain for
the public s judgment of Christian Science and anxiety regarding their own
authority

Those who did try to be objective and do their own investigation of

Christian Science usually began by researching Mary Baker Eddy {Schoepflin,
2003).
The majority of physicians concluded Mary Baker Eddy was a mentally
unbalanced woman who established Christian Science for the purpose of gaining
wealth and power. She was termed a “profitess” pretending to be a prophetess.
Ralph Wallace Reed, alienist and neurologist, concluded she showed signs of
'major hysteria, psychosis, and involutional paranoia,’ Mary Baker Eddy’s critics
felt it V'/as tragic that her followers were individuals with genuine emotional and
OhvSlC

●i ! prooic’ius who had fallen for her false religion (Schoepflin, 2003),
1 tie name Christian Science also proved to be a problem for physicians

the day

it seemed to mean that Christian Scientists believed they were offering

a ' new Scientific Christianity” for a needy world. In 1899 Dr. Edmund Andrews , a
professor at Northwestern University Medical School, voiced concern that
Christian Science "intrudes itself upon us both as a religion and healing art
inextricably mixed together. Moreover, it uses its peculiar theology as a weapon
to attack the science of medicine, and with it all
119)

the other physical sciences” (p

Many concluded that Christian Scientists were not truly even Christ
lan. It

did not t'lelp Christian Science’s case that some practitioners charged patients
tOi
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Ireati nent which was supposed to be the religious healing of Jesus. One doctor
'A'eni as far as to say it was ^ Satanic in origin, fiendish in practice, and murderous
in I 03ulrs iSchoepflin. 2003, p. 119).
F^hysicians and scientists did not like that Christian Scientists denied the
existence of disease and matter. Many objected that, not only did Christian
Scientists not believe in ‘Invisible’’ germs, but they claimed the entire
biomechanical model of disease was false. This was very threatening to doctors
because if the metaphysics of Christian Science was correct, it followed that
doctors would not only become unnecessary on this earth, but unnecessary in
heaven as well. So it was no surprise how much opposition physicians voiced
regarding Christian Science, although the grounds for most of their fears were
probably unwarranted at the time (Schoepflin, 2003).
The question remained whether or not Christian Science’s patients
''VI I a

.iropp

improved in health Christian Scientists claimed mortality rates had
c'i I

id people enjoyed fuller, happier lives since their religion was founded.

Bui physicians said the testimonies Christian Scientist used in support of their
practices were not efficient to provide trustworthy statistical evidence for their
claims

To set the record straight, Christian Scientists called for the government

to sponsor a study comparing the success rates of various methods of healing,
including Christian Science, but such a study never took place (Schoepflin,
2003).
One of the first studies conducted by a physician into the histories of
patients who had been healed by Christian Science was by Dr. John Huber from
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Ne^^/ York University and Bellevue Hospital. He looked into twenty different case
histones of alleged iieah.ng and tried to interview the patients, but had very little
success. One pa'u

a former judge who became a lead lobbyist for Christian

Sciei",ce said that one had to become a Christian Scientist in order to evaluate it
fairly

In the end Dr. Huber found no indication that any patients had actually

been healed by Christian Science. He went on to say that “many Christian
Scientists are undoubtedly good and worthy people" but it was important to learn
from them about the “extraordinary readiness of humankind to be humbugged”
(Schoepflin. 2003. p. 125).
Christian Science has received a lot criticism for its treatment of children.
While United States law permits adults the right to choose their medical
treatment, the line becomes blurred when children enter the picture. In 1903, Dr
I-. Watkins argued against the treatment of Christian Science for children.
Chi'

-- ; Science, however has much to answer for in the fatal
Cl contagious diseases, and the deaths among its devotees

from lack of nursing and hygienic measures, all of which are
considered unnecessary. VA/hiie the adult, being a free moral agent,
may rely on faith alone to resist death, it is a little less than
sacrilege to allow innocent children to die for the lack of nied icai
attention and good nursing (p. 168).
Concern with the treatment of children picked up even more after the Civil
War
when child care reformers began working for stricter guidelines. The fieig of
pediatrics developed and the pediatricians who emerged were vocal and
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at advocating for the scientific health care of American children and

on1 from medical frauds, poor public health care, and misdirected parents
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A juvenile court was established around the 1900s to help ensure that
families took adequate care of their children. One of the main issues that
surfaced was whether religious healing provided sufficient protection for a child’s
safety and health. Soon the 1900s saw parents being indicted and tried,
especially Christian Science parents when one of their children died of an
infectious disease that had not been medically treated. For example, Mr. and
Mrs John Quimby and John Lathrop, a Christian Science practitioner, were all
indicied on charges of manslaughter in 190,2 after the Quimby’s seven year old
dauqhtei died of "diphtheria and Christian Science neglect.” Despite great efforts
● )"J

'hnsiian Scientists to lobby the courts for the right to treat their children as
■' u' I S

d. the courts dearly established their view that parents committed a

hen they did not provide medical treatment for their children.
Nevertheless the courts remained undecided about whether Christian Science
constituted medical treatment or not (Schoepflin, 2003).
Christian Scientists learned, in the words of their founder, “to teach and to
demonstrate Christian Science before the minds of the people are prepared for it
and when the laws are against it, is fraught with danger” (p. 179). Mary Baker
Eddy came out and called for her practitioners to accommodate the health
officials by having an autopsy if a patient died suddenly without any explanation
or history of medical problems. The court trials had affected Christian Science
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leaning to its evoiiition from a ' nonconforrnist attitud© to an accoiTimodationist
atiitucie' I'p 190 ). At the same time medical licensing and public health laws also
slightly changed ,m order to accept religious healing. Christian Science
practitioners were excused from examinations in anatomy, physiology, or
material medica. but they were still required to report births and deaths and
quarantine when contagious diseases were identified (Schoepflin, 2003).
For a Christian Scientist, healing is not the ultimate objective but only an
indication of inward growth. ‘The change in physical condition or personal
circumstance is only the outward and visible evidence of an inward and spiritual
grace' a hint of a perceived spiritual fact” (p. 237). For instance, a man healed
of cancer would most likely consider the miracle a time when he learned what
real humility is or when he saw how all power belongs to God instead of merely
the time he vv'as healed of cancer. The real meaning of the healing is in what it
t

minaeane

O' if the unseen structure of reality. A change from .material'0 spintuahmindedness and from self-centered to God-centered

views IS the real change brought about through healing (Christian Science
Publishing Society Boston. Massachusetts[CSPSBM], 1966).
The goal of spiritual healing is not simply to reduce pain or discomfort, but
IS rather ‘ to put off the limited, physical concept of man which binds thought to
miatteh (p. 239) in order to produce the Teal” man that Christian Scientists
believe to be created by God in His Image. The physical condition of sickness is
seen as an effect, not a cause, of an individual’s inner condition as related to
C.:joci It then follows that what needs to be healed is not the physical condition,
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which IS only a manifestation of the inward condition, but the “deeper alienation
of huiY IC'. ihouQht from God"(CSPSBM, 1966. p. 239).
A Chi ; stian Scientist's purpose of drawing closer to God in order to
become the real person God intended him or her to be is a very rigorous
process

it takes persistence to hold onto the Truth as practitioners understand it

in the face of physical evidence opposing their beliefs about healing. Some of
those who experienced healing are grateful for a long duration of their affliction
since it allowed them more time to develop personally. But when one does not
experience healing, the goodness of God is not questioned. Instead the
Christian Scientist asks himself what more needs to be done to change his
thinking to grow closer to God. The experience allows personal growth through
obedience and understanding of the divine law (CSPSBM. 1966).
A metaphysical view of Christian Science practice sees sickness as
ui'ireoi

1'i

not lec]C\ t

■.

1 h,

:ioes not mean that they ignore the human condition, but they do

it as part of the man's true, essential being. Sickness comes from

“mortal misconception of being, without validity, necessity, or legitimacy” (p. 241).
While it cannot be ignored, sickness can be destroyed by a right understanding
of the divine Principle of being. While Christian Scientists do not use medical
treatment for healing, they do not ignore human suffering. As Christians, they
strive to be compassionate to others, yet their treatment for suffering is
completely spiritual (CSPSBM, 1966).
Numerous testimonies can be found in support of Christian Science’s
healing abilities. A section at the end of Science and Health chronicles healings
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of various diseases and ailments. A woman from Ohio relates how she suffered
five years \.vith eczema all over her body. All of the doctors she saw said there
was no cure

A friend gave her a copy of Science and Health which she read

and studied because she was like ‘'a drowning man grasping at a straw" (p. 665).
A week later she was cured of the eczema. Later, when she developed a case of
measles, she was healed in twenty-four hours after the first sign of the disease
(Eddy. 2000)
Other positive testimonials can be found in Christian Science literature
regularly published, such as the magazine Christian Science Sentinel. The July
issue in 2004 tells the story of Tanya Gnedikova, a ninth grader, who was having
medical problems in 1999 that turned out to be pneumonia. She and her mom
had been studying Christian Science for four years, so Tanya decided to deny
imedica! treatment believing Goci would heal her. She particularly liked the icieas
in Sc! ice and Health that "God is the source of health, and that God

c.

ecause i
am l ike a ray of His light, and i can't be sick. I can only be healthy, be
come from God"(p, 25). After two weeks Tanya returned to the doctor, who said
she no longer had pneumonia, but instead diagnosed her with chronic bronchitis.
After some more prayer Tanya claims she was healed of that too (Shippley.
‘'1

004)
However some research has indicated that not all Christian Scientists are

opposed to modern medical care. ''Self-Report.ed Health, and Illness and the
Use of Conventional and Unconventional Medicine and Mind/Body Healing by
Christian Scientists and Others" is a study that was conducted by the Mind/Bodv

4.S

Meciicai institute at Harvard between November 1996 and February 1997.
National sui vev conducted over the telephone by The Gallup International
Institute question,ed both Christian Scientists and non-Christian Scientists to
determine whether Christian Scientists report more or less illness as compared to
non-Chnstian Scientists The survey also sought to discover if Christian
Scientists use m ind/body. including spiritual, healing along with conventional and
unconventional medicine (Benson & Dusek, 1999).
The surveys asked people a number of questions including their age,
race, education. healthy and unhealthy habits, satisfaction with life, and religious
beliefs. The last questions on the poll inquired about the health of the individual.
It asked whether he or she had experienced any medical condition or systems
and what types of treatment, if any, had been used. Self-reported illnesses were
those that had any of the following symptoms or conditions; headaches, allergies
spi^airis or rraius anxiety, dizziness, arthritis, depression, insomnia, chronic
pain, rdigestive problenis. high blood pressure, diabetes, or cancel, if an
individual reported an illness, follow up questions about doctor visits, use of
prescription medicine, hospital visits, and unconventional healing methods were
asked (Benson & Dusek, 1999).
Table 6 compares the age, sex, race, education, income, unhealthy
behaviors, healthy behaviors, and possibly healthy behaviors for the individuals
of both Christian Scientists and non-Christian Scientists polled.
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The sex and income of the tv^/o groups are compatible. The Christian Scientist
group IS older and consists of more white people and fewer minorities. Christian
Scientists also iiad more education than non-Christian Scientists. One very
interesting fioiding presented in this table is that the percentage of individuals who
use tobacco

o

Ci

ncl drink alcohol is about the same for both groups, and overal l .

Christian Scientists reported fewer healthy and possibly healthy activities
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More Christian Scientists (52%) reported they were very satisfied with their lives
as compared to 3/% of non-Christian Scientists. 61% of the non-Christian
Scientists said they had excellent or very good health as opposed to 71% of
Christian Scientists (Benson & Dusek, 1999).
Table 8 indicates the illnesses and conditions experienced by the

'faWe_8: Illnesses and Symptoms Identified
IMo, of non^Christian
;i fio. of Christian
:
S 6 V
Scieotists(%)
Scientists(%)
I sy^rspiom
l
63(27)
i 116(20)
If 'Hq i llness or symptom
1
Only one
131 (22)
48 (21)
j Two
113(19)
More than two
229(39)
II Symptoms/Cooditions
Headaches
308(52)
94(41)
60(26)
176 (30)
Allergies
148(25)
58_(2_5|
I Sprains or strains
Anxiety
52(23)
130(22)
Dizziness
77(13)
39(17)
Arthritis
100(17)
37X16)
128(22)
Depression
Insomnia
31 (13)
104(18)
29(13)
Chronic pain
94[161
27(12)
Digestive problems
99(r7X'
I High blood pressure
72j12)
;i5l7)'
of
8“iness
6
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—i

1

1

i Diabetes
' Cance''

10(4)
8 |3\

20(3)

[;\m

Based on these sui '. e\ e?suits, Christian Scientists had somewhat fewer
illnesses and svmptonis than non-Christian Scientists; 73% of Christian
Scientists claimed in the past 12 months they had experienced one or more of
the thirteen ailments listed as compared to 80% of non-Christian Scientists.
Surprisingly there was no difference in the percentage of individuals who
reported visiting a doctor or hospital over the previous year. While prescription
medicines were used less frequently by Christian Scientists, those who reported
having a primary illness were just as likely as non-Christian Scientists to use
some form or conventional medicine (Benson & Dusek, 1999).
While Christian Scientists claim their healing methods are more efficient
than current medicai t''eat:nent some people disagree. Legal precedents give
adult

■le i iqn' to

',40

mstaining treatment. Put they do not aliov.

ciuits t o

deny necressarv meoicai treatment to their children. After r'lmce vs.
Massachusetts in 1944. the U.S. Supreme Court stated;
The right to practice religion freely does not include the liberty to
expose the community or child to communicable disease, or the
latter to ill health or death. . . Parents may be free to become martyrs
themselves. But it does not follow they are free, in identical
circumstances, to make martyrs of their children before they have
reached the age of full and legal discretion. . . (p. 625),
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was not sufficient to determine the cause of death or cases where it was not
certain whether the lack of medical treatment was due solely to rel igious beliefs
Of the 201 vcases reviewed, 1 /2 met the criteria for the study (.Asser & Swan
1998)
After researchers studied the cases, they determined a iikeiy outcome fTOi
each diagnosis based on preventive medical care and medical treatment that
was available at the time of death. An expected outcome was assigned, witlu
excellent liaving greater tfian 90% chance of survival , good having a 5Q0/0 - -

chance of survival, fair having a 10%-49% chance of survival, some benefit
having iess than 10% chance of survival but expected to have less pain and
suffering witri rneciicai care, and no benefit designated to cases in which no
noticeable improvement was expected with medical care. Table 9 shows the age
and number of child fatalities that occurred with various diseases. It also
indicates the expected outcome the children would have had with medical
treatment available at the time of their death (Asser & Swan, 1998).
Table 9: Child Fatalities from Religion-Motivated Medical ISjeglect

Chachexia. gastric
! aspirahon^
i Dehydration

No. of
Death
1

Ages in Years
(Unless Specified)
9

Expected
Outcome
Excellent

6

Excellent

Diabetes, type 1

i 12

4 mo, 5 mo, 1, 5, 8
12
3, 7, 10, 10, 11, 12.
12, 13, 13, 15. 15, 16
1(

i Diagnoses
r
I

I
i
I
I

Epilepsy, withheld
Medications
Burns .h0% bi_irned
Surface area
Hydrocephaly.
^
_Foreign body aspiration
Rena I failure
Trauma, motor vehicle
Accident
Diphtheria
Laryngotracheobronchitis
Measles
(with complications)
Meningitis, H influenzae

1

Excellent
Exceilent

1

. I

—1

Good
1

i 1

2 mo

Excellent

I 1
3

2
15. 15, 15
2

Good
Excellent
No benefit

/

3, 4,9
18 mo
1,5, 9, 9, 13, 14, 16

Excellent
Excellent
Exceilent

9

4 mo, 1, 1. 1, 1, 1, 1

Excellent

3
1

j

1_4
Meningitis, S pneumoniae
Meningitis, bacterial,
N r^nspecified_
Mer'I!ngiti s, posttrau matic
Pericarditis, S phuemoniae
Pertussis

4
1

2 mo, 5 mo, 1, 7
1

Excellent
Excellent

1

15
1
1 mo

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
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t

! Pi'iGLjrriOi"'ii?. t’Vsrv'inQ
EtiologiGs;
. PnGun^.oniG / '.vocarditis
Roci\y I'dOLiPiiain Spotted
i Fever
i Toxic shock syn^'‘ome.
I
I
I
:I

Staphylococcus
intussuception
Appendicitis, ruptured
Small bowel obstruction

j
j
I
j

Strangulated hernia
Volvulus
Common atrioventricular
Canal
DoLilgle outlet right ventricle
Ventricular septal defect,
pneumonia
I Eyving s sarcomp
I Leukemiia. acute lymphocytic
i Leukemia, nonsoecified
Lymphoma, Burkitt^s
! Lyn^phorna. non-Hodgkins
I Neurobiastonia

i 22
^ 1
;1

!1
4

i 1
1

3
7
1

Excellent
Good
Excellent

17

Excellent

8 mo, 9 mo, 14
5 to 14
6
6

2
1

9 days, 26 mo
7 mo

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Good

1

12
9 mo, 10 mo

No Benefit
Excellent

.ii

o

! Z
I

1
j3
I 1
i 1
1

i3
I Osteogenic sarcom
\2
! R h.a b d o m yosa rco nia
Posterior foss nonsoecified
Wilms' tumor
I 1
r-3

1 mo to 2 years

I 13
4, 5, 7
2
13
3
1
6, 12, 14
!
4, 5
O

LS
!2

Good
Good
Fair
Good
Good
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Good

Based on the data results of Table 9, 92 of the 98 children v\/ithout cancer would
e iiad an excellent chance (greater than 90%)of recovery with the proper
medical treatment. 4 children would have had a good chance (50%-89%) and 2
children would probably not have benefited from medical treatment (Asser &
Swan, 1998).
fable 10 lists the prenatal and perinatal, or five months before and up to
one moi rth aftei birtli, fatalities due to religious beliefs of the parents and/or
gi iordians
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ia! and Perinatal Fatalities from Religion-motivated Medical
Neglect
Diagnosis

No. of
Deaths

I

Comments

3

I 26-, 32-, 34-week
I gestations
Large infants, some
postterm
Blood group
incompatibility
All over 30 weeks
unless noted

Expected
Outcome

I

Fetal demise
; Preterm
Term
Hydrops faetalis

6

i1

! Preterm Infants
I Apnea, respiratory arrest i 1
1
t Asphyxia
-r
1
I Intraventricular
I hemorrhage
; 1
I Prematurity, severe
i
i
i
I
i
i

Respiratory distress
syndromie
Respiratory failure.
unspecified
Septicemia, strep
Traumatic deiivery
Term Infants
Anencephaiy,
myelomeningocoele
Asphyxia nonspecified
Asphyxia breech
Asphyxia maternal shock
Asphyxia nuchal cord
Asphyxia prolonged labor
Asphyxia uncleared
secretions
Birth trauma
Hemorrhagic disease of
newborn
j Hypothermia, shock
I Meconium aspiration

I 600 g, 1 month
i maternal bleeding
30- to 34-week
_

3
1

Excellent
Excellent

Excellent
Excellent
Good

! Nuchal cord, breech
!
34-week gestations

;5
*1

Good

gestations

Good
I

Excellent

i

—j

1I Several lived more than |Excellent
|
i" a day at home
Excellent
Excellent
I Subarachnoid
I hemorrha^

1

!
!
n

—I

No Benefit
j

5
6
1
2
6
2
5
1
1
2

Several failed unskilled
resuscitations

From 2 to 4 days

Internal and external

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

head injuries
Pulmonary hemorrhage, Excellent
lived 4 days
Exc^ent
Excellent

S4

—!

R y S p I! c';[c

■! fai lure

Of til e u

3

I

Excellent

●aiai and perinatal deaths that were a result of religion-motivated

niecl icai riejl

I . all hut one of the babies would have had a good to excellent

chance of survival with medical care available at the time of their death (Asser &
Swan 1990')
Many of the cases histories of the children revealed that they showed
symptoms for iong periods of time. Usually the parents noticed and were
concerned enough to ask for outside prayer and help from clergy, relatives, and
friends

One example is of a 2 year old who choked on a bite of a banana. The

child s parents called other rel igious friends who began to pray while the child
showed son'ie signs of l ife for another hour. A 5 month old boy died after four
days of fever and apneic episodes. His father, who had a medical degree and
a \ ear of residency before joining a rel igious group with prohibited
'. r^ V

i reported to the coroner that with each apneic spell he

’ |■ef:'uked ine

l i it of death' and the infant appeared to get better. The infant

died the following day from bacterial meningitis (Asser & Sv\^an, 1998).
A 23 year old woman went to the emergency room after 56 hours of
active labor when the unlicensed midwife could not help. The infant's head had
been at the vagina! opening for more than sixteen hours, and when it was finally
delivered by cesarean section, it was already in an advanced state of
decomposition

A few hours later the mother died from sepsis due to the

r etained uterine contents. The medical personal reported that the decom

posing

fetus smelled so bad they could not conceive how anyone at the delivery did
not

—I

notice

in one case a teenager ran away from home after being refused medicai

treatmei^ii for fainting spells Law enforcement found her and made her return to
the custody of her father The girl died three days later from a ruptured append!
(Asser & Swan 1998)
While Christian Science has gained greater acceptance over the past few
years, there are still many oppositions, especially regarding their methods of
healing. Even though Christian Science doctrine claims that modern medicine
and physicians are not capable or necessary to heal disease, studies indicate
that many Christian Scientists have turned to modern medical care for help with
various illnesses. Based on the research, the individuals that combine the
unconventional methods of Christian Science's spiritual healing with modern
conventional methods do appear to be healthier than individuals who subscribe
to only Christian Science or onlv modern medicine.
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Conclusion
VVi'i i ie at t:
drawn Idetween \

■- ■'

ciignt not appear to be similar, many parallels can be

I ' ■ ' i?ong and Christian Science. Li Hongzhi and Mary Baker

Eddv boti'i soieiv fcu; ^::ed iheir respective religious traditions. Both leaders
began a tradition i in ce.sponse to a need they felt was present. Li Hongzhi started
Falun Gong in 19op after the Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping began pushing
niatenai ism, comiriIL-: rciai ism. and national power. Filling a spiritual vacuum,
Falun Gong emerge
cultivation and uro wn

OTtenng an opposing world view that focused on individual
the text for
l-. i Hongzhi wrote and published Zhu3'^ ^aiun.
■

Falun Gong which i ;-iped tlte new tradition to rapidly spread.
(. '-nr
! ‘V.

'iUi'i

tian

Oh;a: ; ■

● 1

emerged after Marv Baker Eddy fell , loiu'" ing herself.
;mole ai that time appeared unaoie t
! C 0*3

^d

ir ;

ner Sir

She claimed the Scierr. - of I [chn whicn

she f .■entually lermeo Chi istian Science, had been revealed lo her. and it was
her mission to reiritr.oguca these teachings which Jesus had first introduced v\/hen
he was on earth. Mary Baker Eddy spent three years studying Biblical scriptures
before she publ ished Science and Health, a primary text for Christian Science.
Christian Science did not grow as rapidly as Falun Gong, but the internet was noi
available either. Mary Baker Eddy spent the rest of her life dedicated to
spreading Christian Science and gaining converts.

(

■ .‘if"; 01 T'

'■ :: lO Scw'

'ditions branched off of other religions and/or traditions.
iS ,

Clu'istian Science is a form of Christianity and adheres to

while aepivinn \heir own interpretation. For instance. Mary Baker Eddy
ciai ! ' ; ,s iosLis revealed the Science of Truth regarding healing when he healed
peo}

during New Testament times. He never sent anyone to a physician or

told tl lern to take medication, people were healed when they believed in him.
Mary Baker Eddy introduced a religion that is very similar to mainstream
C-hnstianiTv, which instantly provided a massive audience for her to persuade to
lOin f'lei ■ fornr' of Christianity.
Just as Christian Science is a form of Christianity, Falun Gong is a form
ot aicK ng. a tradition that has existed in China for thousands of years. As
oreviOLislv discussed, qigong is believed to impact health by cleansing the body
nf inipi K Jies resio.nna energy and reducing stress and anxiety. One can use hi^
y:i TO

'..iinto The tiow or cii in ine
^
Dody. which can heal illnesses in

.and in oi l le' S

in the time leading up to the estaolishment of Falun

Gong, the Chinese State had been encouraging the practice of Qigong due to
shortfalls in medical care. When Falun Gong emerged, Chinese people were
already searching for an answer to their health, as well as their spiritual needs.
Falun Gong offered a way to fulfill both of those needs.
The legitimacy of Falun Gong has also been encouraged by Li Hongzhi
referring to Falun Gong as a sect of Buddhism, which is one of the three
dorrnnant religions in China. Buddhism focuses on enlightenment through
meditation. Karma literally means action and in Buddhism, one’s karma can be

,S8

.

or bad depending on how well it conforms to the teaching. In Falun Gong,
‘ . . er. Ka^ma i ..iseci ii'i a more narrow sense and is considered bad and a
01 disease VVfale there are differences between Falun Gong and

Budoi'iism, sucn as tine interpretation of karma, the traditions are close enough
that f^eople can draw comparisons and use their basic knowledge of Buddhism to
understand Faliin Gong.
As stated in the introduction, the primary reason Falun Gong and Christian
Science were selected for this discussion is their unique treatment of illness and
tf'ie opposition that has arisen as a result of their healing methods. Falun Gong
teaches that illness s a !'esLilt of karma from actions committed by the individual
who IS sick or by actions committed in the past by a relative. Based on this view,
medication miglu be able to treat some of the different symptoms, but cannot
Lildmateiv/ heai. The individual must dedicate his or herself to self-cultivation in
ga.i-i! i i::i

\vhii0 riddino ti

! IS a yirtuoLis white field surrounding those who do
mseives of karma. Li Hongzhi teaches this state can be

achieved by practicing Falun Gong, including the five sets of exercises and
studying Zhuan Falun.
Based on the studies that have been conducted on the health effects of
F'alun Gong, it appears that Falun Gong is beneficial to most practitioners. In
general, exercise is healthy, so the basic five exercises practiced daily by Falun
Gong adherents should be beneficial for them. Most of the negative testimonies
related to Falun Gong involved people with serious diseases who stopped taking
their medications. Other negative reports list mental disillusions or psychosis as
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pi'onh.

allegation has not been substantially proven
L-iono \'St [his
I

nirc
●
darn err

v.ioii mere are no published studies claiming Falun Gong is

-0 one s health, the Chinese government continues to prohibit it.
'! IS ciangerous to practitioners' mental and physical health, but most

Chii

o- e.xnerts believe that this is not the reason for the Chinese Government's

opposition to I- -ilun Gong

Most experts say China is afraid that Falun Gong will

continue to prow and somehow weaken governmental authority. The massive
proles;

I alun Gong practitioners in Beijing before Falun Gong was outlawed.

while II v'as peacefLil, demonstrated the power Falun Gong was gaining. Soon
after in at
Goi":

nmnptration an arrest warrant was issued for Li Hongzhi and Falu

. r:

h'l onihiien tor the safety of the people.
eh

ol' Christian Science are more controversial than those
S I nnor]'a:"tI t

ai

mor

‘:.d

I j

I I

lari r

alize that Christian Science has beetn
1

iuie Falun Gong was only established a l ittle

oecade ag o Since Christian Scientists do not believe that matter

e.xistn il iev deny the exisience of disease as well. Mary Baker Eddy taught that
medicine a
end physicians could not heal disease since it is an illusion. Medical
treatmients.

even those that appear to work, do not ultimately heal the individual

who„>e pi obic-u-ns are of tfie spiritual nature. Only when one places his or her faith
in (:>od and realizes the nonexistence of matter is he or she healed,
c are published studies that claim Christian Science is fatal to
praclit inner s especially children, and then there are studies that
tout its positive

(V)

effects

L

s

atish

lOi'l w itn

life. The negative studies primariiy focus

,.,e medical care due to their parents' a no

on i
guardians

ijin010iTi aoencies and even a separate court systen'i, tiie

juvenile on Lin nave oeen esiaoiis hed specifically to piotect children s rights.
tiveri so rh,:^

^aie continu-:,-s about whether parents and/or guardians are

abusing ineii' ci i iidien bv denvino tliem conventional medical care because they
believe it is not as effective as religion.
A study conducted ov er the phone by Harvard s Mind/Body Institute shows
that Christian Scientists are

verall 'very satisfied" with their lives and they are

slightly healthier as compared with a group of non-ohristian Scientists. The most
surprising t!n(,Tnos of this siudv are t hat Christian Scientists did see phiv SI'Clans
and take mecncaiions. aitnough iheir use of medications was less than that of
nr*

an dc'ierdisis

s that Christian Saeniisis -ioni
’ not
s tifidina suggests

OC!
> I

Oi'U

i\'!ore fo

f IViarv Balm Eddy as man

arcfi woLilci ricivo to be done in tnis amc

determine ho'vv widespread this trend is.
< be purpose of this paper was to provide an objective overall viev, or
palun Gong and Christian Science and to evaluate how each tradition
approaches the concept of healing. By considering the opponents and
practitioners, the reader is able to make an informed decision about th^ ^fficier
icy
of these traditions After thoroughly researching Falun Gong and Ch nstian
Science. I have concluded that both religions can be beneficial for practt!t!On
as long as tho'V- do not neglect current medical treatment when it

(>

warrci
p nipg

the chasj',1 oetw een religion/spirituality and healing could be eliminated, health
care wouio't

.'M i ikely

improve since a combination of both religion/spirituality

and medical care seems to be most beneficial when implemented correctly.
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